Abstract. New development and its implementation of a homotopy continuation algorithm for the nonsymmetric eigenvalue problem are presented, along with thorough investigation on the advantages and limitations of our code. Numerical results on substantial varieties of matrices arised in applications indicate excellent e ciency and stability of our algorithm and a drastic improvement over previous implementations.
1. Introduction. Developing parallel and scalable algorithms for the nonsymmetric algebraic eigenvalue problem is highly challenging. The QR algorithm, which is by far the most e cient and robust serial algorithm, o ers limited potential in parallelism 8]. E cient, stable and highly scalable algorithms for today's massively parallel computers remain in search 1, 4, 5, 11] . Di erent versions of homotopy continuation method for this problem has been reported 12, 13, 17] . The algorithm has the advantage of natural parallelism and scalability. However, those early versions do not have satisfactory stability or e ciency for matrices arising in applications. In this paper, we made a thorough reconstruction and further development of this algorithm and investigate its advantages and limitations. The new algorithm is stable, accurate and e cient for matrices which are not highly ill-conditioned and lack badly clustered eigenvalues; vast majority of matrices arisen in applications belong to this category. The numerical results show that the e ciency of homotopy continuation code is not far behind the QR algorithm even in serial mode.
Compared to the early version of homotopy continuation method 13], the following important new development has been made in this paper:
1. More detailed investigation on the bifurcation behavior (x4.1) in light of the occurrence of non-generic high order bifurcation in applications. 2. Update bifurcation algorithms to deal with high order bifurcation complex-to-complex bifurcation (x4.3, x4.4, and x4.5) and bifurcation at initial point (x4.2).
3. More e cient hybrid iterative correction scheme (x3.1.6) including Newton's iteration, quasi-Laguerre's iteration (x3.1.1), half-step short cut (x3.1.2), and multiple eigenvalue evaluation (x3.1.5). 4. Eigenvector re nement schemes (x3.1.3) that calculate eigenvectors with virtually no additional cost. 5. Capacity of evaluating multiple eigenvalues and estimating multiplicities (x3.1.5). 6. More thorough testing of the algorithm with matrices arising in applications (x6). The code of the algorithm is available from Zhonggang Zeng (uzzeng@neiu.edu) 2. The overall structure of the homotopy algorithm. 2.1. Hessenberg form and divide-conquer. We . . . 0 a n?1;n?2 a n;n?1 1 C C C C C C C C A ; a j;j?1 6 = 0; j = 2; ; n because of orthogonal similarity. We also assume that A is irreducible, namely, a j;j?1 6 = 0, j = 2; ; n. In fact, if one of those subdiagonal entries is numerically zero, the eigenvalue problem of A can be reduced to smaller eigenvalue problems of two submatrices. The homotopy continuation method is to follow each eigenvalue path from an eigenvalue of D, either an eigenvalue of A 0 or A 1 , at t = 0 to an eigenvalue of A at t = 1. This is a process of conquering the eigenproblem of A by dividing it into A 0 and A 1 .
In the description of our algorithms, we will assume that the eigenvalues of A 0 and A 1 are known. Since both A 0 and A 1 are irreducible upper Hessenberg matrices and can be divided and conquered recursively until their sizes reaches 2 2 or 1 1 with obvious eigenvalues. From each adjacent pair of submatrices we can \conquer" the larger submatrix in the same way as we \conquer" A from A 0 and A 1 . Eventually eigenvalues A 0 and A 1 will be reached (or conquered). We call the vector x the pseudo-eigenvector of B at . When f B ( ) = 0 exactly, is an eigenvalue of B and x is an exact eigenvector of B associated with . In actual computation, with being a numerical approximation of an eigenvalue, x may be inaccurate as a corresponding eigenvector. However, later in this paper (x3.1.3), we shall derive a technique for re ning x to obtain a better approximation of the eigenvector.
Hyman's method. Those eigenvalue paths of H( ; t) det A(t)
It turns out that the evaluation of H( ; t) = det A(t) for certain upper-Hessenberg matrix B. This linear system can be solved by a backward substitution, which is given in Algorithm back substitute below. Because of the structure of system (2.5), complex arithmetics can easily be avoided.
If subdiagonal entries of B in (2.5) are small, the backward substitution may over ow. It is therefore important to have over ow preventing mechanism in the process. For this purpose we rst scale the entries of matrix B such that max j;k fb jk g 1. Any subdiagonal entry with magnitude less than the machine precision " is set to be zero. Let be the largest positive number that the machine can handle. Then ! = " 2 is used as a threshold against over ow. Whenever jx j j > ! in the backward substitution for certain j, we will scale down the magnitudes of x and z. ( ; for 2 C: 2.4. Evaluating partial derivatives F ( ; t) and F t ( ; t). For t 6 = 0, by di erentiating both sides of (2.7) with respect to , it is easy to see that the partial derivative F ( ; t) @ @ F( ; t) is the unique solution of the following upper triangular linear system after attaining y 1 ; ; y n in (2. Di erentiating both sides of (2.7) with respect to t yields, for t 6 = 0 and F t ( ; t) where _ y i = @yi @t for i = 1; 2; ; n and y p is the p-th entry of the pseudo-eigenvector of A(t) associated with in (2.7). Algorithm back substitute can be applied here again to evaluate F t ( ; t).
There are some interesting properties related to (2.10). We list them in the following remarks. It follows that y + ( t) _ y is the pseudo-eigenvector of A(t + t) at . Remark 4. From (2.12), whenever F( ; t) and F t ( ; t) are evaluated by solving equations (2.7) and (2.10), F( ;t) and the pseudo-eigenvector of A(t) associated with can be obtained at virtually no cost. We require d s t 0 so that every eigenpath has an increasing t component. The tangent vector (d s ; d s t) can be uniquely determined by solving system (3.1) whenever F ( ; t ) 6 = 0, i.e., is a simple eigenvalue of A(t ). Bifurcation occurs when F ( ; t ) = 0. The tangent vectors in this case will be discussed in x4.1.
Along this tangent vector, with stepsize , let
step 2 (correction) From the predicted point ( 0 ; t 0 ), use certain iterative methods to generate a sequence ( j ; t j ), j = 0; 1; , that converges to a point ( ; t ) on the eigenpath as a step forward from ( ; t ). If the correction is unsuccessful (i.e., the sequence does not converge), cut the stepsize in half and return to step 1 for a ner prediction. for the beginning step. Of course, if j 1 ? 0 j is less than the error tolerance , the correction will stop here.
3.1.2. The half-step shortcut. Each step of the above iteration requires O(n 2 ) computation of F and F , while the remaining cost for computing the iterates is O(1) and negligible. Let f( ) denote F( ; t 0 ) with t 0 xed, the previous iterate and the current one. To proceed with the quasi-Laguerre iteration, we would need to compute f( ) and f 0 ( ). However, before f 0 ( ) is computed, we may compute the next iterate as follows.
Let ( ) be the interpolating quadratic polynomial such that ( ) = f( ), 0 ( ) = f 0 ( ) and ( ) = f( ).
It is straightforward to verify that can be used as one of the possible stopping criteria for the correction. Namely, ifR is smaller than the error tolerance, then ( j ; t 0 ) will be accepted as a point on the eigenpath. When t 0 = 1 and if eigenvectors of A are also in demand,ŷ will be accepted as an approximate eigenvector of A associated with the approximate eigenvalue = j . In a senseŷ re nes y to a better approximation of the eigenvector. In almost all cases this re nement produces an approximate eigenvector with enough accuracy. An important feature of this re nement is that the accuracy is easy to check. Even if the accuracy is less than satisfactory, the resulting vectorŷ can be used as an initial vector in inverse iteration. When j is obtained from the half step shortcut procedure described in the last section, namely j =^ , 3.1.6. The hybrid iteration. We now put the quasi-Laguerre iteration starting with Newton's iteration, the half-step shortcut, eigenvector re nement, and modi ed Newton's iteration for multiple eigenvalues together, as a hybrid iteration scheme: START : Go to CASE Output the eigenvalue at t = t 0 ; and the radius r which is the correction of the last iterative step; and estimated multiplicity m (r will be used to check path-jumping). Recall that F t is independent of t, so @ j t F 0 for j > 1. We have a general theorem about the bifurcation: Theorem 4.1. Let ( ; t ) be a zero of F. Let where C is a positive constant which makes jd s j = 1. Notice that in (4.5), the superscript k ? l is a power on the left side and a derivative on the right side. (The proof will be given in an appendix.)
Recall that we imposed the condition d s t 0 on the system (3.1) to assure an increasing t component for any eigenpath ( (s); t(s)). Resulting from Theorem 4.1, the behavior of k ? l non-trivial eigenpaths passing through a bifurcation point ( (s ); t(s )) can be divided into the following cases:
1. k?l = 1. Then, only one non-trivial eigenpath passes through ( ; t That is, every eigenpath turns an angle of k?l at the bifurcation point. We call this kind of bifurcation a turning bifurcation.
In practice, bifurcations with k > 2 are non-generic and extremely rare. We've never encountered a bifurcation of k > 3 in thousands of matrices we have tested. To keep the simplicity of the algorithm, our current code, and the following discussions, contain only the cases of l 1 and k ? l 2.
For odd k ? l, all eigenpaths, trivial or not, pass through the bifurcation point as a smooth curve as if there were no bifurcation. For k ? l = 2, there is a management problem at turning bifurcation. Each of the two nontrivial eigenpaths turns 2 , either to the \left" or to the \right", at the bifurcation point ( ; t ). On the other hand, the conjuagacy preservation must be taken into consideration. Namely, a pair of conjugate initial eigenvalues should lead to a pair of conjugate eigenpaths, so that about half of the computation can be reduced. We thereby set up the rule of turning to preserve the conjuagacy. 
There is a simple way of computing F ( ; 0). Because (see (2. as long as F t ( ; 0) 6 = 0. It can be easily seen that F t ( ; 0) is a polynomial of degree n ? 2 in , and F( ; 0) is of degree n. When 0 2 R is a zero of F t ( ; 0), then ( 0 ; t) for 0 t 1 is a trivial eigenpath of F( ; t) = 0 because F( 0 ; t) = 0 for any t implies F( ; 0) = 0. Thus, F t never vanish on a nontrivial eigenpath. On the other hand, we have
and d s t 0 on an eigenpath. So, d s keeps the same sign along a real continuous piece of an eigenpath, unless F = 0 where bifurcation occurs, is encountered. Therefore, following an eigenpath from ( 0 ; t 0 ) to ( 1 ; t 1 ), bifurcation is expected whenever d s changes sign. The signs of d s separate the two eigenpaths that come into the bifurcation point ( ; t ) between ( 0 ; t 0 ) and ( 1 ; t 1 ) with tangent ( s ; t s ) = ( 1; 0). This implies that t = ( ) is the local maximum point for t = ( ). Therefore, nding the bifurcation point is equivalent to identifying the local optimum of ( ). This can be done by using the cubic t iterative 5. Tracing eigenpaths. 5.1. Tracing one eigenpath. We now give the whole process of tracing an eigenpath. The maximum stepsize max is initially set to 1. Every time path-jumping occurs and the eigenpath must be re-traced, max is reduced to one fth of its value. 
Evaluating all eigenvalues.
Not all eigenpaths need to be traced to obtain all the eigenvalues of A. The following facts can be used to reduce the computation:
1. If an eigenpath starts from a complex initial eigenvalue ( 0 ; 0), encountering no complex-to-real bifurcation, and reaches ( ; 1), then its conjugate eigenpath starts from ( 0 ; 0) will end at ( ; 1). There is no need to trace the later one.
2. If an eigenpath starts from a complex initial eigenvalue ( 0 ; 0) and does encounter a complex-to-real bifurcation, the eigenpath starts from ( 0 ; 0) will reach the same bifurcation point. Therefore this eigenpath tracing should start from the bifurcation point. sweep From each one of the n initial eigenvalues, set the maximum stepsize max = 1, trace the eigenpath if necessary, or credit an target eigenvalue to it according to the rules described above.
check Check path-jumping. In the hybrid iteration described in x3.1.6, every target eigenvalue is an output of the iteration with a radius r and multiplicity m. If another target eigenvalue is in the circle centered at with radius r, it is considered numerically identical to . If the number of target eigenvalues identical to is bigger than its multiplicity m, path-jumping occurs. If no path-jumping, terminate the process and output eigenvalues, otherwise go to next step. redo For those initial eigenpaths whose corresponding eigenpaths jumped, set max = 0:2 max and trace the eigenpaths again. Then go to step check.
5.3. The parallel algorithm. The detailed parallel algorithm and implementation will be discussed in a separate report. We outline the issues of parallelization as follows:
1. Spread the rows to nodes: When matrix become big, the O(n 2 ) storage is impractical to a single node.
In this case we can store a portion of rows to each node and carry out Hyman's method in parallel.
As an illustration, we can use node 1 to store odd numbered rows and node 2 for even numbered rows. Parameters are set to be 1 More than half of the eigenvalues are in a cluster of radius 10 ?6 while the largest eigenvalue is scaled to the magnitude of 1. Large number of bifurcations appeared in our procedure. The test was run on a SPARK 10 workstation, using FORTRAN 77 with double precision (machine precision 2:2E?16). The residue max 1 i n kAx i ? i x i k 1 , or backward error, of both codes are equivalently tiny, as listed in Table 6 .1. In most cases, our code DHESDC is about half digit more accurate than DGEEV. The timing ratios of DHESDC over DGEEV are listed in Table 6 .2.
The early versions of homotopy continuation codes reported in 12, 13] were primitive. The numerical testing in those reports were conducted only with random Hessenberg matrices, rather than random full matrices and matrices arising from applications. The performance of our current code does not rely on those so called \easy" eigenpaths, i.e. eigenpaths that need only one step of prediction-correction process. We have also The comparison of the residual max 1 i n kAx i ? i x i k1 between DHESDC and DGEEV encountered frequent bifurcation occurance with the current testing matrices. Yet our algorithm, incorporating the techniques presented in this paper, still performs close to the e ciency of QR algorithm in serial mode and often faster. Because of the e ective bifurcation algorithm in x4, bifurcation is no longer the bottle neck on e ciency, The speed of the algorithm is mainly in uenced by the number of prediction-correction steps needed per eigenpath. The statistics of average number of steps per eigenpath, \easy" eigenpath frequency, bifurcation frequencies and path jump frequency are listed in Table 6 .3. n=100 n=200 n=400 n=800 The results clearly shows that the speed of our homotopy continuation method is not far behind QR, ranging from twice as fast to about 4 times slower. Again, our main goal is to develop an e cient parallel algorithm. Our initial parallel testing with PVM shows that the homotopy continuation method is highly scalable. With four or more workstations running together our algorithm consistently outperforms QR. The parallel implementation and numerical results will be reported in a separate paper.
6.2. Concluding remark. Our algorithm is quite stable, even on the testing matrices with multiple eigenvalues, sensitive eigenvalues, and large cluster of eigenvalues as shown in the testing matrix collection. Presumably, our current code will not work well on matrices with highly ill-conditioned eigenvalues, such as matrices with large Jordan blocks. In such cases the pseudo-spectral region will cause miscount of eigenvalues obtained and thus the method may not nd all the eigenvalues. The code also fails for matrices with extreme clusters, such as MVMRWK, the random walk matrix 3]. That proves 3(b).
